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ABSTRACT 21 
While variant identification pipelines are becoming increasingly standardized, less attention has 22 
been paid to the pre-processing of variants prior to their use in bacterial genome-wide 23 
association studies (bGWAS). Three nuances of variant pre-processing that impact downstream 24 
identification of genetic associations include the separation of variants at multiallelic sites, 25 
separation of variants in overlapping genes, and referencing of variants relative to ancestral 26 
alleles. Here we demonstrate the importance of these variant pre-processing steps on diverse 27 
bacterial genomic datasets and present prewas, an R package, that standardizes the pre-28 
processing of multiallelic sites, overlapping genes, and reference alleles before bGWAS. This 29 
package facilitates improved reproducibility and interpretability of bGWAS results. Prewas 30 
enables users to extract maximal information from bGWAS by implementing multi-line 31 
representation for multiallelic sites and variants in overlapping genes. Prewas outputs a binary 32 
SNP matrix that can be used for SNP-based bGWAS and will prevent the masking of minor 33 
alleles during bGWAS analysis. The optional binary gene matrix output can be used for gene-34 
based bGWAS which will enable users to maximize the power and evolutionary interpretability 35 
of their bGWAS studies. Prewas is available for download from GitHub.  36 
 37 
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DATA SUMMARY  45 
 46 

1. prewas is available from GitHub under the MIT License (URL: https://github.com/Snitkin-47 
Lab-Umich/prewas) and can be installed using the command 48 
devtools::install_github("Snitkin-Lab-Umich/prewas") 49 

2. Code to perform analyses is available from GitHub under the MIT License (URL: 50 
https://github.com/Snitkin-Lab-Umich/prewas_manuscript_analysis) 51 

3. All genomes are publicly available on NCBI (see Table S1 for more details) 52 
 53 
IMPACT STATEMENT 54 
In between variant calling and performing bacterial genome-wide association studies (bGWAS) 55 
there are many decisions regarding processing of variants that have the potential to impact 56 
bGWAS results. We discuss the benefits and drawbacks of various variant pre-processing 57 
decisions and present the R package prewas to standardize single nucleotide polymorphism 58 
(SNP) pre-processing, specifically to incorporate multiallelic sites and prepare the data for gene-59 
based analyses. We demonstrate the importance of these considerations by highlighting the 60 
prevalence of multiallelic sites and SNPs in overlapping genes within diverse bacterial genomes 61 
and the impact of reference allele choice on gene-based analyses.  62 
 63 
INTRODUCTION 64 
Bacterial genome-wide association studies (bGWAS) are frequently used to identify genetic 65 
variants associated with variation in microbial phenotypes such as antibiotic resistance, host 66 
specificity, and virulence (1–4). bGWAS methods can be classified into two general categories: 67 
those that use k-length nucleotide sequences (kmers) as features (e.g. (3,5–7)), and those that 68 
use defined variant classes such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), gene 69 
presence/absence, or insertions/deletions (indels) as features (e.g. 4,8–12). bGWAS can be 70 
performed using individual variants or by grouping variants into genes or pathways (i.e. 71 
performing a burden test). While there have been efforts to standardize variant identification 72 
protocols (13,14), less attention has been paid to the downstream processing of variants prior to 73 
their use for applications like bGWAS. In this paper, we focus on pre-processing of SNPs 74 
(Figure 1A); however, the ideas and methods we discuss with respect to SNPs can be extended 75 
to other genetic variants. 76 
 77 
One aspect of pre-processing for SNP-based bGWAS is handling multiallelic sites. A site in the 78 
genome is considered multiallelic when more than two alleles are present at that locus (Figure 79 
1B). Multiallelic sites do not fit neatly into the framework of most bGWAS methods, which often 80 
require a binary input (e.g. 3,4). Furthermore, the alternative minor alleles at a single site may 81 
impact the encoded protein to different extents, and therefore considering them separately may 82 
allow users to uncover otherwise masked relationships between genotype and phenotype. 83 
 84 
Grouping SNPs by genes or metabolic pathways (Figure 1D) prior to performing bGWAS 85 
increases power and reduces collinearity (3,15,16). When performing gene-based analyses, two 86 
pre-processing steps may include choosing a reference allele for each SNP (Figure 1C) and 87 
assigning SNPs in overlapping gene pairs. The reference allele is the nucleotide relative to 88 
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which variants are defined. Choice of reference allele is particularly important when grouping 89 
SNPs by gene to ensure that the direction of evolution for each SNP is preserved. Additionally, 90 
overlapping genes are common in bacteria (17,18). SNPs shared by overlapping gene pairs 91 
may be assigned to both genes in a gene-based analysis. 92 
 93 
To determine the importance of variant pre-processing methods for bGWAS, we investigated 94 
the prevalence of multiallelic sites, mismatches in reference allele choice, and SNPs in 95 
overlapping genes in 9 bacterial datasets. Our analysis indicates that multiallelic sites are 96 
common in large, diverse bacterial datasets, there are frequently mismatches between different 97 
reference allele choices, and SNPs in overlapping genes often have discordant functional 98 
impacts. Therefore, pre-processing decisions have the potential to impact to bGWAS results. 99 
We implemented a solution in the R package prewas to handle the nuances of variant pre-100 
processing to enable more robust and reproducible bGWAS analyses (Figure S1). The output of 101 
prewas can be directly input into bGWAS tools that require a binary matrix as an input (e.g. 102 
(3,4)). Prewas can be downloaded from GitHub. 103 
 104 
METHODS 105 
Datasets 106 
The collection of datasets we used for data analysis and the corresponding bioprojects are 107 
listed in Table S1 (19–30). All of these datasets contain whole-genome sequences of the 108 
bacterial isolates. 109 
 110 
Variant calling & tree building 111 
SNP calling and phylogenetic tree reconstruction were performed on each dataset as described 112 
in (23). The variant calling pipeline can be found on GitHub (https://github.com/Snitkin-Lab-113 
Umich/variant_calling_pipeline). In short, variant calling was performed with samtools v0.1.18 114 
(31) using the reference genomes listed in Table S1, and trees were built using IQ-TREE v1.5.5 115 
(32).  116 
 117 
Functional impact prediction 118 
The functional impact of each SNP was predicted using SnpEff (33). Variants are categorized 119 
by SnpEff as low impact (e.g. synonymous mutations), moderate impact (e.g. nonsynonymous 120 
mutations), or high impact (e.g. nonsense mutations). Only variants in coding regions were 121 
included in analyses. 122 
 123 
Data analysis 124 
Statistical analyses and modeling were conducted in R v3.6.1. The analysis code and data are 125 
available at: github.com/Snitkin-Lab-Umich/prewas_manuscript_analysis. The R packages we 126 
used can be found in the prewas.yaml file on GitHub (github.com/Snitkin-Lab-Umich/prewas; 127 
34–43), and can be installed using miniconda (44). 128 
Multiallelic sites Linear regressions were modeled with percentage of variants that are 129 
multiallelic as the response variable and either number of samples or mean pairwise SNP 130 
distance as the predictor. R2 values are reported.  131 
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Reference alleles For each dataset, the reference genome allele, major allele, and ancestral 132 
allele were identified and the number of mismatches between them was quantified. Ancestral 133 
reconstruction was performed in R using the ape::ace function with ape v5.3 (34). 134 
Allele convergence We recorded the number of times each allele arises on the tree, as 135 
inferred from ancestral reconstruction, and then subtracted 1 to calculate the number of 136 
convergence events for each allele.  137 
 138 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 139 
To maximize the potential for identifying genetic variation associated with a given phenotype 140 
using bGWAS, care must be taken in the pre-processing stage. Here we focus on three aspects 141 
of variant pre-processing and evaluate their potential downstream importance for bGWAS 142 
analysis. In particular, we report on the prevalence of multiallelic sites, mismatches between 143 
reference allele choice, and variants in overlapping genes across 9 bacterial datasets from 144 
various species and of varying genetic diversity (Table 1).  145 
 146 
Handling multiallelic sites 147 
A multiallelic locus is a site in the genome with more than two alleles present and encompases 148 
both triallelic and quadallelic sites. bGWAS typically requires a binary input for each genotype 149 
(e.g. 3,4), and multiallelic sites are, by definition, not binary. Thus, special considerations must 150 
be taken to use multiallelic sites in bGWAS (see Multi-line representation for multiallelic sites). 151 
We assessed the potential relevance of multiallelic SNPs to bGWAS on the basis of 1) 152 
frequency, 2) differences in functional impact of alternative alleles at a single site, and 3) 153 
convergence of multiallelic sites on phylogenetic tree.  154 
 155 
Multiallelic site frequency     156 
We expected that as the sample size increases the number of multiallelic sites would also 157 
increase, as seen across human datasets of different sizes (45); however, this was not the case 158 
when looking across different bacterial datasets (Figure S2A). We hypothesized that the lack of 159 
correlation between the prevalence of multiallelic sites and dataset size was due to differences 160 
in genetic diversity among the datasets (Table 1). Indeed, when we subsample from any single 161 
dataset, the fraction of multiallelic sites increases as sample size increases until the diversity of 162 
the dataset is exhausted (Figure 2A). Furthermore, datasets with higher sample diversity tend to 163 
have a larger fraction of multiallelic sites (Figure 2A,2B).  164 
 165 
Differences in functional impact  166 
For multiallelic sites, considering each alternative allele at a single site allows for analyses to be 167 
performed on alleles based on their predicted functional impact on the encoded protein. 168 
Alternative alleles at a single site often have different predicted functional impacts (range across 169 
datasets 0-18%, Figure 2C,S1C), and multiallelic sites include alleles with predicted high impact 170 
mutations (Figure S2B). In light of these predicted allele-based functional differences, a bGWAS 171 
user may want to only run bGWAS on alleles at multiallelic loci that are predicted to have a high 172 
impact on the encoded protein.  173 
 174 
Convergence on phylogenetic tree  175 
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For convergence-based bGWAS methods, a significant association between an allele and a 176 
phenotype requires that the allele converges on the phylogenetic tree (4,8). If alleles at 177 
multiallelic sites are convergent on the phylogeny, then they could potentially contribute to 178 
genotype-phenotype associations. We found that single alleles from multiallelic sites are 179 
convergent on the phylogeny as often as biallelic sites (Figure S1D), indicating that they could 180 
potentially associate with phenotypes when using convergence-based bGWAS.  181 
 182 
Multi-line representation for multiallelic sites  183 
To use multiallelic sites in bGWAS, these sites typically must be represented as a binary input 184 
for each genotype (e.g. 3,4). Three ways multiallelic sites can be handled to fit with the binary 185 
framework of bGWAS are: 1) remove them from the dataset prior to analysis, 2) group all minor 186 
alleles together, or 3) encode each minor allele separately. Excluding multiallelic sites is 187 
problematic if any of these sites determine the phenotype; in these cases, excluding multiallelic 188 
sites will result in missed bGWAS hits. Furthermore, coding all minor alleles as one could 189 
obscure true associations, particularly if the different minor alleles have dissimilar functional 190 
impacts. Multi-line formatting of multiallelic SNPs provides more interpretability, more precise 191 
allele classification, and less information loss. For these reasons, multi-line representation is 192 
increasingly important in certain human genetics analyses [12] and we propose this same 193 
representation for bGWAS studies, particularly for large diverse datasets (Figure 1B). 194 
 195 
Choosing a reference allele 196 
Another aspect to consider when pre-processing SNPs for bGWAS is the allele referencing 197 
method, which is critical for a uniform interpretation of variation at a gene locus when grouping 198 
SNPs into genes. Three possible allele referencing methods are: the reference genome allele 199 
from variant calling, the major allele, or the ancestral allele (Figure 1C). The reference genome 200 
allele is the allele found in the reference genome when using a reference genome-based variant 201 
calling approach. The major allele is the most common allele at a given locus in the dataset. 202 
Neither of these methods encode the alleles with a consistent evolutionary direction. The 203 
ancestral allele is the allele inferred to have existed at the most recent common ancestor of the 204 
dataset. Given confident ancestral reconstruction, using the ancestral allele as the reference 205 
allele allows for a uniform evolutionary interpretation of variants: there is a consistent direction 206 
of evolution in that all mutations have arisen over time. We found that the three different 207 
methods for identifying the reference allele frequently identify different alleles (range across 208 
datasets 0-58%; Figure 3A). Thus, using the reference genome allele or the major allele as the 209 
reference allele will not always maintain a consistent direction of evolution for each allele in a 210 
gene, obscuring interpretation when grouping variants into genes.  211 
 212 
Although ancestral reconstruction is the most interpretable option for reference allele choice, 213 
this method is not feasible for some datasets. For example, sometimes we cannot confidently 214 
predict the most likely ancestral root allele for many loci, as in the Lactobacillus crispatus 215 
dataset (Figure 3B); in this case, it is not a reliable method to use to define the reference allele. 216 
Other limitations of using the ancestral allele as the reference allele are that ancestral 217 
reconstruction requires an accurate phylogenetic tree and may be computationally intensive for 218 
large datasets. An alternative approach is to use the major allele as the reference allele as this 219 
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method does not require a tree and thus avoids ancestral reconstruction. When the ancestral 220 
allele is not feasible, using the major allele is better than using the reference genome allele 221 
when grouping variants into genes because using the major allele leads to less masking of 222 
variation at the gene level (Figure S3).  223 
 224 
Grouping variants into genes 225 
Grouping variants into genes prior to performing bGWAS has two advantages for users: 1) 226 
improved power to detect genotype-phenotype relationships due to reduced multiple testing 227 
burden, and 2) enhanced interpretability as gene function may be clearer than the function of a 228 
SNP. Grouping variants into genes may be a particularly helpful approach to bGWAS for 229 
datasets with low penetrance of single variants but with convergence at the gene level (Figure 230 
1D). To perform analysis of genomic variants grouped into genes, it is important to consider the 231 
choice of reference allele (addressed above), assignment of variants in overlapping genes, and 232 
functional impact of the variants.  233 
 234 
It is important to ensure that variants in overlapping genes are assigned to each gene that the 235 
variant is in to prevent information loss and because the functional impact of a SNP in one gene 236 
may be different than its impact on the other gene(s). There are many overlapping genes that 237 
share SNPs in each genome (Figure S4A,S4B). Furthermore, there are many sites where the 238 
SNP has a different functional impact in the two overlapping genes (cumulative range across 239 
datasets 50-70%; Figure 4). The functional impact of variants can be used to select what 240 
variants to include in a gene-based analysis. For instance, researchers could subset to only 241 
those SNPs most likely to affect gene function (e.g. start loss and stop gain mutations). 242 
 243 
PACKAGE DESCRIPTION 244 
We developed prewas to standardize the inclusion and representation of multiallelic sites, 245 
choice of reference allele, and SNPs in overlapping genes (Figure 1A) for downstream use in 246 
bGWAS analyses. Installation may be performed from GitHub (https://github.com/Snitkin-Lab-247 
Umich/prewas). This R package is an easy-to-use tool with a function that minimally takes a 248 
multiVCF input file. The multiVCF encodes the variant nucleotide alleles for all samples. The 249 
outputs of the prewas function are matrices of variant presence and absence with multi-line 250 
representation of multiallelic sites. Multiple optional files may be used as additional inputs to the 251 
prewas function: a phylogenetic tree, an outgroup, and a GFF file. The phylogenetic tree may be 252 
added when the user wants to identify ancestral alleles for the allele referencing step. The GFF 253 
file contains information on gene location in the reference genome used to call variants and is 254 
necessary to generate a binary matrix of presence and absence of variants in each gene. 255 
Variants in overlapping genes are assigned to both genes. The matrix outputs from prewas can 256 
be directly input into bGWAS tools such as treeWAS (4).  257 
 258 
Generating a binary variant matrix including multiallelic sites (Figure 1B) 259 
The multiVCF file is read into prewas and converted into an allele matrix with single-line 260 
representation of each genomic position. Next, a reference allele is chosen for each variant 261 
position (see section below). Then, the reference alleles are used to convert the allele matrix 262 
into a binary matrix with multi-line representation of each multiallelic site. For each line in the 263 
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matrix, a 1 represents a single alternate allele, and a 0 represents either the reference allele or 264 
any other alternate alleles if the position is a multiallelic site. This binary matrix is output by 265 
prewas. 266 
 267 
Identifying reference alleles (Figure 1C) 268 
We have implemented two methods to identify appropriate reference alleles (see Results & 269 
Discussion for more details). 270 
 271 
Ancestral allele approach. The reference allele may be defined as the ancestral allele at each 272 
genomic position. In this approach, we identify the most likely allele of the most recent common 273 
ancestor of all samples in the dataset by performing ancestral reconstruction. This allele is then 274 
always set to 0 in the binary variant matrix. Here, any 1 in the binary variant matrix represents a 275 
mutation that has arisen over time, assuming confident ancestral reconstruction results.  276 

 277 
Major allele approach. The reference allele may also be defined as the major allele at each 278 
genomic position. In this case, the most common allele in the dataset is the reference allele. 279 
This choice improves the performance speed of prewas as compared to using the ancestral 280 
allele at the cost of evolutionary interpretability.  281 
 282 
Grouping variants by gene (Figure 1D) 283 
If a GFF file is provided as input to prewas, variants will be grouped by gene. First, variants 284 
found in overlapping genes will be split into multiple lines where each line corresponds to one of 285 
the overlapping genes. This ensures that the variant is assigned to each of the genes in which it 286 
occurs. Next, variants are collapsed into genes such that the output is a binary matrix with each 287 
line corresponding to a single gene and each entry within the matrix is the presence or absence 288 
of any variant within that gene. 289 
 290 
Future directions 291 
In a future version of prewas, we plan to implement an option to allow users to select which 292 
SNPs they want to include in the binary output matrices based on SnpEff functional impact (e.g. 293 
only output predicted high functional impact mutations). When considering the predicted 294 
functional impact of each SNP, it is important to use multi-line representation of multiallelic sites 295 
even when grouping SNPs by genes because sometimes different alleles at the same site have 296 
different predicted functional impacts. Furthermore, prewas could also be extended to process 297 
other genomic variants such as indels and structural variants. 298 
   299 
 300 
CONCLUSION 301 
We have developed prewas, an easy-to-use R package, that handles multiallelic sites and 302 
grouping variants into genes. The prewas package provides a binary SNP matrix output that can 303 
be used for SNP-based bGWAS and will prevent the masking of minor alleles during bGWAS 304 
analysis. The optional binary gene matrix output can be used for gene-based bGWAS which will 305 
enable microbial genomics researchers to maximize the power and interpretability of their 306 
bGWAS. 307 
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Figure 1: prewas workflow. (A) Overview of the prewas workflow. Grey and colored boxes: 471 
processing steps. White boxes: output generated. (B) Multi-line representation of multiallelic 472 
sites. (C) Possible methods to find a reference allele. The ancestral allele method and the major 473 
allele method are implemented in prewas. (D) Grouping SNPs into genes. 474 
 475 
 476 
 477 

478 
Figure 2. Prevalence and predicted functional impact of multiallelic sites. (A) The number 479 
of multiallelic sites increases as sample size increases until the total diversity of the dataset is 480 
sampled. (B) More diverse samples have relatively more multiallelic sites. (C) Counts of 481 
predicted functional impact (mis)matches for pairs of alleles at triallelic sites (aggregated across 482 
all datasets). Alternative alleles often differ in impact.   483 
 484 

485 
Figure 3. Methods to determine the reference allele identify different alleles. (A) The 486 
fraction of variant positions where the identified reference allele varies between two methods. 487 
Only high confidence ancestral reconstruction sites (>=87.5% confidence in the ancestral root 488 
allele by maximum likelihood) are included. (B) Fraction of low confidence ancestral 489 
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reconstruction sites for each dataset (<87.5% confidence in the ancestral root allele by 490 
maximum likelihood). 491 
 492 

493 
 494 

Figure 4: SNPs in overlapping sites can have distinct functional impacts in each gene of 495 
the gene pair. The fraction of overlapping variant positions where the SNP has a different 496 
predicted functional impact in each of the two overlapping genes.  497 
 498 
 499 
 500 
 501 
 502 
 503 
 504 
 505 
 506 
 507 
 508 
 509 
 510 
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Supplementary Figure 1: Detailed prewas workflow.  515 

516 
 517 
 518 
Supplementary Figure 2: Multiallelic Sites (A) Independence observed between sample size 519 
and prevalence of multiallelic sites. (B) Prevalence of multiallelic sites compared to variant sites 520 
with each subset to the various predicted functional impacts. Any multiallelic site with specific 521 
impact is compared to any variant site with the same predicted impact. (C) Multiallelic sites with 522 
discordant predicted functional impact among alternative alleles. (D) The relative frequency of 523 
the number of times an allele arises on the tree. At multiallelic sites, all minor alleles are treated 524 
separately. 525 
 526 
 527 
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528 
 529 
Supplementary Figure 3: Masking variation at the gene level when grouping into genes. 530 
When not confident in the ancestral reconstruction or ancestral reconstruction is not 531 
computationally feasible, we suggest referencing to the major allele. In this example, 532 
referencing to the reference genome allele masks variation at the gene level. When referencing 533 
to the reference genome allele, the variation in Position 2 gets masked by the variation in 534 
Position 1 when grouped by gene, leading to a likely lack of association. However, if instead we 535 
reference to the major allele, the variation in Gene A is maintained, allowing for potential 536 
associations to be detected. 537 
 538 

539 
 540 
Supplementary Figure 4. Overlapping genes with SNPs. (A) SNP loci found in positions 541 
shared by overlapping genes. (B) Overlapping genes with SNPs found in the overlapping 542 
positions.  543 
 544 
 545 
 546 
Table S1: Sources for bacterial datasets  547 
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Name Samples 
(Count)

Multiallelic 
Sites (Count)

Mean SNP 
Distance (BP)

SNPs in overlapping 
genes (Count) Reference

C. difficile #3 107 3527 18010.4 11511 19
C. difficile  #4 247 2460 6840.8 7862 20
E. faecium  #1 152 118 2976.5 8 21, 22
E. faecalis #1 157 201 5960.1 20 21, 22

K. pneumoniae  #1 453 920 3825.4 76 23
L. crispatus #1 28 536 9501.5 34 24, 25
S. aureus  #1 150 296 5195.0 74 26
S. aureus  #2 267 391 5561.4 38 21, 22

S. maltophilia  #1 149 3080 11243.4 32594 27-30
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